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Chapter 3. “Be Saints!” Missionaries’ Devotionalism and the Making of Catholic 
Subjectivities 

 
We are made for sainthood!1 

—Jenna, First-year Missionary, 2012-13. 
 
Our lives are storied. Were it not for stories, our lives would be unimaginable. 
Stories make it possible for us to overcome our separateness, to find common 
ground and common cause.2 

—Michael Jackson, Politics of Storytelling 
 

After Holy Hour one morning in early November, Mia was holding a book with a picture 

of a young woman dressed in black on the back cover. The woman’s pale face looked tired. Her 

eyes looked up, outside the frame of the photo, and her hands were folded in her lap. When I 

asked Mia about the book, she smiled with characteristic enthusiasm and told me it was about St. 

Gemma Galgani.3 She prefaced her quick narrative sketch of Gemma’s biography with a gleeful, 

“Gemma is my girl!”4 After Mia turned twenty-five the following month, she declared it her “St. 

Gemma year!”5  

Gemma was Mia’s age when she died of tuberculosis after a short life full of physical 

suffering and weekly experiences of the stigmata. Born in 1878, she was the only daughter of a 

middle-class and “deeply Christian” family in Lucca, Italy. Gemma worried that her four 

brothers were “not devout” and she often offered little sacrifices for their souls, a practice Mia 

adopted for her three “worldly” brothers. Gemma felt called to be a Passionist nun but never 

joined the order due to illness (or perhaps God’s will. Gemma herself was undecided on this). 

She nonetheless wore a Passionist pin as an outward marker of her inner calling. Gemma also 

reported in her diary that she prayed the daily rhythm of Passionist prayers, including a weekly 
                                                        
1 Field notes, March 14, 2013. 
2 Michael Jackson, The Politics of Storytelling: Violence, Transgression, and Intersubjectivity, (Copenhagen, 
Denmark, Museum Tusculanum Press, 2002), 245. 
3 Venerable Fr. Germanus, CP, The Life of St. Gemma Galgani, (Rockford, IL: TAN Books and Publishers, Inc., 
2000).  
4 Mia, in discussion with author, November 6, 2012.  
5 Field notes, April 11, 2013. 
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Holy Hour and devotional practices of caring for Jesus during his Passion. The young woman 

was bedridden for most of her life and her hagiographers lauded this perpetual suffering as a 

sacrifice for the redemption of sinners. Mia read regularly from and prayed with Gemma’s diary, 

which recorded vivid descriptions of the young woman’s conversations with Jesus. Perhaps what 

was most endeared Mia to Gemma was that the saint wrote often of her frustrations in prayer. 

Like Mia, Gemma struggled to stay awake and focused during her Holy Hours.6  

Mia met Gemma at DIRECT’s New Staff Training. During the five-week-long summer 

crash course in Catholic evangelization and catechesis, all missionaries were assigned to gender-

segregated small groups, which they called a “college.” Each college was placed under the 

patronage of a saint and Mia was assigned to the “College of St. Gemma.” Participating in a long 

history of Catholic names cultivating devotional practices, missionaries learned about Gemma’s 

life, prayed for her intercession in their lives and in the lives of their friends. Mia read Gemma’s 

diary and “got to know” the saint and her college-mates as they watched movies about Gemma. 

From one perspective, Gemma was a stigmatic whose diary is a gory account of 

redemptive suffering in the name of (and sometimes at the hand of) Jesus. Gemma appeared 

incongruous with Mia, the bright-eyed, exuberant young woman with a pink shoulder bag 

standing in front of me. Likewise, Mia appeared incongruous with the cult of Gemma that grew 

up among some working class Northern Italian-American immigrants to the U.S. in the 1940s 

and 1950s.7 From Mia’s perspective, Gemma was a middle-class young woman who shared her 

struggles to pray and desires to love Jesus. I happened to ask Mia how she was doing on April 11 

                                                        
6 Rudolf Bell and Cristina Mazzoni, The Voices of Gemma Galgani: The Life and After Life of a Modern Saint 
(Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2003), xi-xii and 2-17. 
7 Robert Orsi, “Two Aspects of One Life: Saint Gemma Galgani and My Grandmother in the Wound Between 
Devotion and History, the Natural and the Supernatural” in Between Heaven and Earth (2005); Bell and Mazzoni, 
The Voices of Gemma Galgani, xii-xiii. 
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and she shouted, “Fantastic! It’s the feast day of St. Gemma!”8 Mia felt connected to Gemma, to 

the stories of the saint’s life, and to the kind of prayer life Gemma cultivated.  

Mia’s intimacy with Gemma was one example of many I heard of missionaries’ 

multivalent relationships with saints. The communion of saints was thriving in DIRECT 

missionary life. Biographical details of saints punctuated my daily conversations with 

missionaries. DIRECT’s Facebook feed celebrated the feast day of St. Joseph, St. Philip Neri, 

and St. Gianna. I saw several missionaries wearing St. Anne and St. Joan of Arc medallions 

around their necks. Missionaries enjoyed telling stories about having seen and prayed with relics 

of St Francis Xavier and Mary Magdalene. Books about and by saints—St. Faustina, St. Gemma, 

St. Padre Pio—were scattered around the apartments I visited and shoved into purses and 

backpacks. Several missionary families have named their daughters Gemma and sons John Paul. 

At formal trainings, I heard presentations about Blessed Chiara Luce’s intercessions and learned 

how to pray novenas to saints. When missionaries described ideal Catholics and their Catholic 

role models, they described saints.  

Scholars of U.S. Catholicism have tended to dismiss this dizzying array of practices 

involved in devotions to saints by marking the practices anti-modern, declaring these prayers 

incompatible with practitioners’ human flourishing, or treating the saints as quaint remnants of a 

bygone era. In these interpretations, devotionalism is evidence of a religious stranger.9 But 

                                                        
8 Field notes, April 11, 2013. 
9 For examples of scholarship that dismisses devotionalism as anti-modern remnant of preconciliar Catholic prayer, 
Jay Dolan, The American Catholic Experience: A History from Colonial Times to the Present (New York: 
Doubleday, 1985); James O’Toole, The Faithful: A History of Catholics in America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2009). In softer tones, but ultimately equally dismissive of the devout, other others have 
characterized devotionalism as the quaint trinkets of the past. For example, Charles Morris, American Catholics: 
The Saints and Sinners who Built American Most Powerful Church (New York: Random House, 1997);  
James McCartin, Prayers of the Faithful: The Shifting Spiritual Life of American Catholics (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 2010). Joseph Chinnici, Living Stones: The History and Structure of Catholic Spiritual 
Life in the United States (New York: Orbis Books, 1997); James O’Toole, ed., Habits of Devotion: Catholic 
Religious Practices in Twentieth-Century America (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2004). 
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throughout my ethnography, saints were not remnants of the past nor were they opposed to 

flourishing in the modern world. Contemporary, millennial-generation Catholics cultivated 

intricate and dense relationships with particular saints as intersubjective formations.  

Mia’s relationship with Gemma drives this chapter’s analysis of the nature of 

contemporary devotionalism and how millennial-generation Catholics interacted with and were 

shaped by saints. The previous chapter examined the practices of daily Holy Hour and described 

how prayer practices were part of how young adult Catholics were becoming missionaries. This 

chapter turns my study of millennial Catholic prayer practices and subjectivity to these saints 

devotions. How did missionaries like Mia develop their Catholic subjectivity vis-à-vis saints like 

Gemma? Three interwoven sub-questions investigate this: Who were the saints, for missionaries? 

How did missionaries interact with saints? What were the implications for missionaries?  

Peter Brown long ago suggested that to study the cult of the saints is to study the 

interaction between humans and extra-humans. Saints, he wrote, are “dead human beings” who 

facilitate the “joining of Heaven and Earth.”10 One of the premises of this chapter is that the way 

missionaries talked about and narrated the lives of the saints made the joining real. Missionaries 

encountered the saints in the telling (and re-telling) of saints’ biographies in various settings and 

with changing emphases in different contexts.11 This chapter builds on Robert Orsi’s description 

of devotionalism as “the extensive repertoire of things and practices by which Catholics 

interacted with the supernatural, which they took to be present to them in the circumstances of 

their everyday lives.”12 Telling stories about the saints made saints part of missionaries’ lives.  

                                                        
10 Peter Brown, The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in Latin Christianity (Chicago: Chicago University 
Press, 1981), 1. 
11 I have developed my thinking about the role of narrative in subject formation through Michael Jackson’s Politics 
of Storytelling, Adriana Cavarero Relating Narratives: Storytelling and Selfhood (New York, NY: Rutledge Press, 
1997) and Judith Butler’s Giving an Account of Oneself (New York, NY: Fordham University Press, 2005).  
12 Orsi, “U.S. Catholics Between Memory and Modernity: How Catholics are American” in Catholics in the 
American Century: Recasting Narratives of U.S. History (2012), 11-42. 
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Missionary devotionalism involved the practices of regular narrating about, with, and to 

the saints. This narrating of saints took place between missionaries, between missionaries and 

their favorite saints, and among missionaries and DIRECT’s formal trainings. These multiple 

layers of storytelling illustrate an ongoing process of what Michael Jackson has called the 

constant “strategizing and boundary-crossing between humans and extra-humans.”13 Devotion to 

saints was part of the intersubjective formation of Catholic missionaries. It was not enough for 

missionaries to feel connected to saints’ biographies and to ask for saints’ intercessions. Because 

this relationship was a vulnerable one, where missionaries were made vulnerable and susceptible 

to the saints, the saints made demands on how the missionaries acted in the world.  

 
Narrating the Saints 
 

Stories have a habit of generating stories. They come to nest, one inside the other, like 
Chinese boxes, each a window into an others’ world.14 

—Michael Jackson, Politics of Storytelling 
 
Noah was in his third year as a missionary and in his second as the leader of a team at a 

state university in small-town Indiana. He was tall and lanky with curly hair and a jovial, 

approachable demeanor. Noah laughed when he told me how much he had resisted becoming a 

missionary and how happy he was that God had persisted in calling him to join DIRECT. As we 

outlined the schedule of my visit, Noah picked up a statue from the middle of the table and 

wiped it off. I took a guess, based on the tuft of hair around the statue’s head and the name of the 

Newman Center, and asked if it was St. Francis. Noah shook his head no, “It’s Padre Pio. You 

can tell because of the gloves.” I had not noticed the statue’s half-gloves; gloves that actually 

looked like the ones Noah was wearing on a crisp spring day. Noah explained, “He had the 

stigmata, you know, and he was embarrassed because it would bleed all over the place and he 
                                                        
13 Jackson, The Politics of Storytelling, 33.  
14 Jackson, The Politics of Storytelling, 233. 
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didn’t like that, so he wore gloves.” I ask Nick why Padre Pio was important to him, and Noah 

shrugged, “I think he’s been stalking me for parts of my life. He’s one of my guys.”15  

Formal Catholic theology defines saints as “holy people” who are in heaven. They 

(usually) existed in historical time, caused miracles after their death, and work as intercessors for 

humans. They are, the Catechism of the Catholic Church defines, “pilgrims on earth, the dead 

who are being purified, and the blessed in heaven, all together forming one Church; and we 

believe that in this communion, the merciful love of God and his saints is always [attentive] to 

our prayers.”16 Despite this formal definition, saints have historically been unruly sites of 

Catholic prayer practices. Even when the Vatican has tried to “clean up” the communion of 

saints by removing those without proof of historical existence, the saints persist. For example, 

the devotion to St. Christopher as the patron saint of safe travel continues to thrive despite his 

unverifiable historical record. During the procedure of declaring a “dead human being” a saint, 

Vatican representatives ask people who knew the potential saint to attest to their holiness and to 

lobby for their sanctification. Politics often surround who is named a saint, such as the recent 

decision to canonize both Popes John Paul II and John XXIII in 2014. The narratives and social 

matrices surrounding saints complicate who and how and why the saints come to exist. Their 

biographies are told over and over again, for different reasons and to make different points. 

Saints are made malleable by devotees’ stories.  

Within DIRECT, saints were made real to and for missionaries by narration, by an 

“endless nesting of stories,” by formal DIRECT instruction. Biographies of saints were woven 

into the job. DIRECT asked all of their missionaries to develop personal devotions with saints. 

The organization made biographies and diaries of the saints easily available. Missionaries heard 

                                                        
15 Noah, in discussion with author, April 3, 2013. 
16 Catechism of the Catholic Church, The Holy See, accessed August 15, 2015, 
http://www.vatican.va/archive/ENG0015/__P2B.HTM. 
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stories about saints through formal DIRECT channels. All of the engaged-to-be-married women 

at training were in the same college and under the patronage of St. Anne, Mary’s mother. 

Missionaries who evangelized athletes were assigned to the college of the physically adept St. 

Joan of Arc. The feast day of a patron saint of missionaries, St. Thérèse, October 2, was a day of 

celebration on staff. I often heard missionaries bond over having been assigned to the same saint 

at New Staff Training. Even when missionaries were not particularly drawn to a saint, they 

cultivated a relationship. Sally, a missionary with DIRECT’s Digital Campus, was initially 

disappointed that she was assigned to St. Scholastica, a saint with whom she was not familiar. 

Nonetheless, she dutifully prayed to the saint, studied the biography of St. Scholastica and told 

other missionaries about Scholastica’s relationship with her more well-known brother Benedict. 

Through these narrative practices, she developed her own story of Scholastica: 

[T]hat summer of having her as our patron, I felt very close to her in, like—the one story 
that there is about her is that she prayed very hard that her and her brother, Benedict, 
would be able to, like, stay up all night talking. She was enjoying their conversation. And 
then this storm came and they stayed up all night. Like, so she prayed that he would 
somehow be able to stay. So whenever I think of, like, stuff like that, I kind of like, 
always ask for her intercession…She’s just really awesome.17  
 

Sally came to know and appreciate Scholastica through putting the saint’s biography in 

conversation with her own life. She refracted her personal biography through Scholastica’s. The 

saints became historically contextualized role models and trans-historical figures whose holy 

lives had implications for contemporary life.  

Missionaries also learned about saints from one another and through less formal 

channels. They loved to tell each other stories about saints and introduce a fellow missionary to 

new information about the life of a saint. The saints became part of missionaries’ daily lives in 

                                                        
17 Sally, interview by author, March 4, 2013, transcript. The relationship between saint and missionary at New Staff 
Training is gender-specific. Male missionaries’ colleges are under the patronage of male saints; female missionaries’ 
colleges are under the patronage of female saints.  
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the casual chitchat between missionaries. For example, Mia reminded Jenna to take risks in her 

evangelization on campus by referencing the missionary life of St. Francis Xavier. Allen 

reminded his teammates that even St. Paul failed sometimes. An overflowing of saints’ 

biographies settled in the DIRECT world and moved missionaries between their daily lives and 

saint-inspired ideals. Missionaries worked with students, interacted with Newman Center staff, 

and prayed in the chapel imbued with an awareness of particular saints’ biographies. The 

sacrifices saints made, famous quotes from a saint, and saints’ suffering all populated 

missionaries’ daily conversations.  

While I encountered many saints among missionaries, there were four “good ones” 

whose biographies I heard referenced most consistently. Female missionaries, especially, 

enjoyed telling stories about Saints Faustina Kowalska, Gemma Galgani, Thérèse of Lisieux, and 

Blessed Chiara Luce. Notably, all four saints died young, which seemed to be part of their 

appeal. They were perpetually the same age as missionaries. Faustina was the oldest when she 

died at thirty-three, Chiara the youngest at eighteen, Gemma was twenty-five, and Thérèse 

twenty-four. These young women were not martyrs. They died of painful, long-suffering 

diseases, including tuberculosis and cancer.18 They were ill for extended stretches of their short 

lives and missionaries often told stories of how much these saints had suffered without 

complaint. Significantly, for these self-described “JPII generation” Catholics, each of these saints 

had links to the papacy of John Paul II. He canonized Faustina and Gemma. He began the 

process for Chiara, and elevated St. Thérèse’s status to “Doctor of the Church” (she had been 

canonized in 1925 by Pope Pius XI). Because they understood Pope John Paul II as their 

generation’s pope and as the evangelizing pope, missionaries gravitated to things he affected. 

                                                        
18 “The good ones” in this chapter are all women because my conversations were so heavily weighted by women’s 
perspective. DIRECT’s strict gender roles meant, in general, women missionaries relate with female saints and male 
missionaries with male saints. Daniel and his relationship with Blessed Maria Taigi is an exception. 
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Missionaries talked about devotionalism as direct interaction with these extra-human 

figures. But these holy men and women were always also being accessed through many layers of 

human mediation. Gemma, for example, wrote her autobiography because she was directed to do 

so by her spiritual director.19 Northern Italian immigrants brought Gemma—as statue and 

story—to America. English-language publications about Gemma soared in the U.S. in the 1940s, 

as the cause for her canonization worked its way through the Vatican’s process.20 Missionaries 

taught each other about Gemma and read the TAN Books’ republications of her autobiography 

and diary. When Mia encountered Gemma, it was through the lens of multiple Catholic 

communities that created the Gemma she came to know well. Mia continued the intersubjective 

narrative process of devotionalism by adding her own Gemma stories to the cacophony. 

These many narratives and the piling on of stories among missionaries defined the saints 

in missionaries’ lives. Saints’ biographies, historical narratives, and the canonization processes 

implicated missionaries in a history and contemporary practice of Catholic devotionalism. Saints 

were defined by their historical biographies and then again by the stories of those who advocated 

for their cause of sainthood and then yet again by stories of devotees who asked the saint to 

intercede for them. The saints also contained infinitely unfinished narratives into which 

missionaries placed themselves and continued narrating. When Mia encountered Gemma, she 

also encountered a short but dense history of DIRECT missionaries telling stories that they had 

read, heard, and experienced with and around Gemma. Mia entered that story and added to it. 

 
Accounting with the Saints 

 
After all, when one gives an account of oneself one is not merely relaying information 
through an indifferent medium. The account is an act—situated within a larger practice of 

                                                        
19 Rudolf Bell and Cristina Mazzoni, The Voices of Gemma Galgani, 65. 
20 Google Ngram study of “Gemma Galgani,” shows a spike in the number of English-language publications about 
Gemma Galgani, in the U.S., from 1940 through 1945, accessed April 25, 2015, goo.gl/W8Cg6J. 
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acts—that one performs for, to, even on an other…and in the face of, the other and 
sometimes by virtue of the language provided by the other. This account does not have as 
its goal the establishment of a definitive narrative, but constitutes a linguistic and social 
occasion for self-transformation.21  

—Judith Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself 
 
Being is a potentiality that waxes and wanes, is augmented or diminished, depending on 
how one acts and speaks in relation to others.22 

—Michael Jackson, The Politics of Storytelling 
 

Mia had a loud personality that other missionaries described as “intense” and “off the 

hook.” She taught me more college-student slang than any other missionary and often shouted a 

rowdy, “Hey, giiirrrrll!” to students she knew on campus. She drank a lot of Red Bull and 

seemed to eat a steady diet of Goldfish crackers and candy. As we walked back to campus from a 

coffee shop one afternoon, Mia sounded like Gemma might have when she talked about prayer, 

“I love spending time with Jesus in the middle of the night!” Then she furrowed her brow and 

explained that she was having a vocational debate, one that resonated in Gemma’s biography, 

too. Mia was discerning whether God was calling her to marriage or to religious life. “And if I 

was going to be a nun,” she was clear, “I’d be a Passionist.” Mia felt drawn to their charism of 

being devoted to the Passion of Christ (she also liked that they wore full habits). Mia’s attraction 

to the Passionists reflected her relationship with Gemma, whose writings described her desire to 

join that order and depicted her devotion to Christ’s Passion:  

If you knew… how Jesus is afflicted sometimes! Oh, it is almost too much to bear to see 
Him like that…I suffer very much at seeing Jesus in the midst of such sorrow…I offer 
my life to Thee, O my God—my life united to the life of Jesus, and my sufferings with 
His, only I ask Thee to grant me perfect sorrow for my sins!…Will that I should enter a 
Convent. Well, if You so desire, I am ready…Perhaps you prefer me to live in the world, 
alone, abandoned, and despised by all? I am prepared.23 

                                                        
21 Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself, 130. 
22 Jackson, Politics of Storytelling, 13. 
23 The Saint Gemma Collection: Five Books (London: Catholic Way Publishing, 2013), 376. It is debated just how 
much of this is from Gemma and how much is from her spiritual director, a domineering Passionist priest who 
insisted that she write of her spiritual life. Bell and Mazzoni debate this as they contextualize Gemma’s writings; 
Orsi also wonders about this in “Two Aspects of One Life.” From what I could tell, Mia read these writings as 
having been written Gemma. 
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Mia shared Gemma’s prayer-based experience of caring for an “afflicted” Jesus during his 

Passion. Mia told me about a “life-changing” and “intense” eight-day silent retreat during the 

previous summer, between her second and third years as a missionary. Mia’s usually loud and 

robust voice softened as she remembered the experience of praying with an image of Jesus in the 

chapel on the retreat. “So there I am, unplugged on this silent retreat, with all this time with 

Jesus.” During one of her first prayer session on the retreat, she visualized Jesus suffering in 

physical pain, alone in the Garden of Gethsemane. In her prayer, Mia experienced herself as 

there with him. He asked her to hold and comfort him. But, and here she squirmed at the memory 

while telling me, “He was all bloody and sort of gross, so I didn’t do it.” After that prayer 

session, she had a hard time really “getting into prayer” again. Her spiritual director on the 

retreat suggested she to return to that image of Jesus and do what Jesus asked. Back in the 

chapel, she re-imagined being with Jesus in the quiet, dark garden together. Again, he was 

bloody and again, he asked her to hold him. Mia did “and it was incredible. It was exactly what I 

was supposed to do!” For the rest of the week, she said, her prayer really “took off.” In a later 

experience on the same retreat, she reached out to Jesus on the cross, “There I am and Jesus is all 

bloody and I reach out my hands to hug him...and it was one of the most insane, intense 

experiences of my life!”24  

In the epigraph of this section, Butler describes the ways that accounting of oneself to 

another requires dependence on the language of the other. Indeed, the “terms we use are not of 

our making—they are social in character…The norms by which I recognize another, or, indeed 

myself, are not mine alone.”25 In giving her account of her retreat experience, Mia relied on a 

language of devotion she learned through her devotion to Gemma. Mia also turned to Gemma’s 
                                                        
24 Mia, in discussion with author, March 21, 2013. 
25 Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself, 20, 24. 
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descriptions of prayer in order to understand her own “insane, intense” experience on the retreat. 

The two young women were both overwhelmed by Jesus’ suffering and uncertain of how to 

respond. The saint provided the missionary with a lexicon for describing her experiences of 

prayer and discernment—not just to others, but also to herself. Gemma was not simply a 

backdrop against which Mia prayed. Gemma was a co-participant and co-creator of Mia’s 

prayer. As Mia and I chatted about her retreat, the conversation drifted toward St. Gemma. She 

winked and reminded me of what she had said a few months before, “Gemma chose me.” That’s 

how it works, she said, “You think you’re choosing the saints, but they choose you.”26  

Alexi agreed. Alexi was a third-year missionary when I met her. I was visiting her team 

on the campus of a small-town private college in southern Illinois. Since Alexi was one of only a 

handful of more reserved missionaries that I met during my fieldwork, I was especially surprised 

when she told me about her physically abusive childhood in the first five minutes of our 

interview. We ate pizza as she detailed her ongoing healing process, her debate about whether or 

not to invite her abusive father to her upcoming wedding and her still haunted guesses as to why 

he had not abused her sister. As the conversation turned to her prayer life, she told me that she 

had been assigned to the College of St. Faustina her first year at New Staff Training, “so I really 

got to know her,” Alexi smiled slightly. “And then my second year—this never happens—it was 

Saint Faustina again…Then my third year I got Saint Faustina [again]! I felt like she was like 

stalking me.” Alexi responded to Faustina’s persistence by beginning a discipline of praying 

Faustina’s “Divine Mercy Chaplet.”27 

The chaplet was a popular prayer that I encountered often in my research. St. Faustina 

had multiple visions of Jesus instructing her to pray, “For the sake of His sorrowful Passion have 

                                                        
26 Field notes, November 6, 2012. 
27 Alexi, interview by author, December 5, 2013, transcript. 
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mercy on us and on the whole world.” 28 Alexi sighed as she explained her relationship with the 

chaplet, “I found comfort in it.” She put her pizza down as she said, “I just really know that I’m a 

sinner and…that I need to pray this everyday because I need all the mercy and grace I can get.” 

Alexi had begun to notice a difference in her prayer life since praying with Faustina, “I have a 

tendency to be very critical of myself, and so I think the Divine Mercy Chaplet helps me to 

remember God’s mercy.”29 Instructed by Faustina, Alexi was learning to receive God’s mercy.  

St. Faustina was born Helenka Kowalska in 1905, one of eight children in a poor family 

in rural Poland. When she was nineteen years old in 1925, she joined the convent of the 

Congregation of Sisters of Our Lady of Mercy, in Warsaw.30 The religious sister who received 

her at the convent described the young woman as, “A skinny little thing, thin and poor looking, 

with not much expression, unpromising.’”31 Faustina suffered bouts of illness, eventually 

diagnosed as tuberculosis, from which she died in 1938. Faustina’s vision, which became known 

as “Divine Mercy Jesus,” is depicted with Jesus holding one hand up in blessing and the other 

hand on his heart. Rays of red and blue light, representing blood and water, stream out of his 

heart. These rays were interpreted by missionaries who explained the image to me as offering 

divine mercy to all of humanity. The words, “Jesus, I trust in You,” from Faustina’s diary, were 

written at the bottom of most images I saw. Faustina’s diary, Divine Mercy in My Soul, was part 

of many missionaries’ spiritual reading practice. Well-handled and marked-up copies of the book 

circulated among missionaries. One missionary told me she passed it out to as many students as 

                                                        
28 The full chaplet was rosary-based. Devout were instructed, through Faustina’s reported vision of Christ, to begin 
the rosary, but instead of the “Hail Mary,” they were to say this prayer on each of the Hail Mary beads, Faustina 
Kowalska, Divine Mercy in My Soul: Diary of Saint Maria Faustina Kowalska (Stockbridge, MA: Marian Fathers of 
the Immaculate Conception of the BVM) 1987, paragraph 476, notebook 1, 208. DIRECT passed out prayer cards 
with instructions on how to pray the chaplet at their national conference. 
29 Alexi, interview by author. 
30 Maria Tarnawska, Sister Faustina Kowalska—Her Life and Mission (Stockbridge, MA: Veritas Foundation 
Publication Centre, 1989). 
31 Tarnawska, Sister Faustina Kowalska, 3. 
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possible on campus.32 The diary details Faustina’s vision of Jesus telling her: “Today I am 

sending you with My Mercy to the people of the whole world. I do not want to punish aching 

mankind, but I desire to heal it, pressing it to My Merciful Heart.”33  

Other missionaries shared Alexi’s experience of being stalked by Faustina. Meredith, 

who was in her first year as a missionary with the Digital Campus when I interviewed her, was 

so eager to tell me the story of her first encounters with Faustina that she asked me for 

permission to do so during our interview. On her Interview Weekend with DIRECT, she ended 

up in the hospital with kidney stones. The missionary who accompanied her to the hospital 

taught Meredith the Divine Mercy Chaplet, which Meredith prayed “over and over and over 

again” for two pain-filled days. On the way from the hospital to the closing Mass of Interview 

Weekend, she was amazed to arrive for Mass at a shrine to Faustina. “It was just really, really 

cool,” Meredith said. She continued praying the chaplet at home, asking Faustina to guide her 

discernment about whether or not to become DIRECT missionary. Though she accepted the job 

offer when it came, Meredith remained uncertain about God’s call when she arrived at New Staff 

Training. That anxiety turned to certainty when she found out she had been assigned to the 

College of St. Faustina.34 Meredith’s story of Faustina depicted an intersubjective relationship 

between the saint and missionary. Faustina acted in Meredith’s life as she offered physical salve 

and vocational confirmation in response to Meredith’s prayers. 

Alexi’s regular prayers of the Divine Mercy chaplet and Meredith’s discernment through 

Faustina drew them both into a relationship that was mediated by Faustina, but also involved 

other missionaries’ stories of Faustina and relied on the language of devotionalism that circulated 

among missionaries. As Butler argues, the only available narratives we have access to have been 

                                                        
32 Sally, interview by author. 
33 Kowalska, Divine Mercy in My Soul, 563-4. 
34 Meredith, interview by author, March 13, 2013, transcript. 
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shaped by the world one enters into. The tension is that “narrative[s] begins in media res, when 

many things have already taken place to make me and my story possible in language.”35 The 

narratives Alexi and Meredith could imagine using as they described their lives in relation to 

Faustina had been underway long before these millennial missionaries began telling their stories 

of divine mercy. At the same time, each missionary experienced Faustina as a unique encounter 

with a particular member of the communion of saints. Saints and devotionalism drew 

missionaries into a Catholic story that they were being shaped by, but to which they also 

contributed their own experiences. The act of telling these stories of their relationality with 

Faustina drew Alexi and Meredith into the ethos of DIRECT and into a particular enactment of 

Catholic prayer practices. Their accounts of encountering Faustina, as Butler articulates, began 

with themselves, but they “f[ou]nd that this self is already implicated in a social temporality that 

exceeds its own capacity for narration.”36 The stories that Meredith and Alexi told of their 

experiences with Faustina related an account of their individual relationship with the saint. But 

because the individual is not a solitary creation, their narratives about Faustina relied on and 

drew them into a larger set of narratives that were already in process when they met the saint. 

In particular, the language of being stalked, chased, and chosen drew missionaries into a 

binding and already-in-action relationship with saints. Missionaries loved to tell these stories of 

being stalked. It seemed comforting to them, I realized, that there were heavenly beings guiding 

and informing their lives. Being aggressively sought after by a saint was understood as an 

endearing stalk. It implicated them in a larger story of Catholic devotionalism within DIRECT. 

This shared language of being sought out by a heavenly figure made them feel connected to other 

missionaries and to other Catholics.  

                                                        
35 Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself, 39. 
36 Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself, 7. 
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But to be stalked or chased is, of course, to be pressed upon and harassed, violated by 

unwanted attention. Alexi would seem to have been especially sensitive to the danger of this 

metaphor because she grew up in an abusive household. Missionary devotionalism was, in this 

sense, inescapable. This is the disturbing counter implied in Butler’s descriptions of endlessly 

intersubjective accounting. If the story that we enter into is not of our making, what happens 

when that story is a destructive one? The missionary response to this potentially dark side of 

saints was to interpret the saints’ lives in ways that normalized and celebrated the excessiveness 

of saints’ abundant presences in missionaries’ lives. “Stalking” was not a creepy action, but an 

act of God’s care. Saints had to “chase” missionaries not because saints were overly aggressive, 

but because the saint cared so much.  

In addition to this work to normalize saints’ behaviors, missionaries also seemed to make 

intentional choices in using the language of saints “stalking” and choosing.” There was a way in 

which these tools of narration helped Mia and Alexi and Noah and Meredith make their dynamic 

relationship with the saints feel more real. The force of these kinds of verbs seemed to allow 

missionaries to make sense of their encounter with the saints. Saints participated in missionaries’ 

processes of becoming missionaries and Catholics and devotees, but it was an unexpected and 

surprising relationship. Mia encountered in Gemma a prayer life that illuminated her own. Alexi 

found in Faustina a message of mercy. Noah imagined Pio as a part of a team of guys who had 

his back. Meredith experienced confirmation of discernment with Faustina. For these young 

missionaries, the resonances were so strong and the missionaries were so unprepared for these 

saintly encounters that these missionaries experienced the saints as an agentic force in their lives. 

Not all missionaries waited to be stalked or chosen by a saint. Not all saints were as 

aggressive as Gemma and Faustina and Pio. For other missionaries, the kind of narratives that 
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they developed about saints depended less on shared experiences of Jesus and more on how the 

saints’ biographies prescribed particular Catholic behavior. For example, Daniel, the team leader 

on my campus, went looking for role models in his practice of devotionalism. Daniel had just 

bought an engagement ring for his girlfriend when we were chatting about saints. He reported 

that Blessed Maria Taigi was one of his new favorite “saints and blesseds.” Shrugging 

nonchalantly, he explained that she did not do anything so incredible, but she was a mom and a 

wife with nine kids. Reflecting his recent vocational discernment, he said that he was being 

drawn, lately, to the married saints and saints with kids. “Those are the kinds of role models I 

like…My head’s probably not going to get chopped off and springs of water spring forth…I 

hope I’d be ready for that if it happened tomorrow, but it’s not going to. So I have to do what I 

can with what I have.”37 Daniel said that he recently learned about Blessed Maria Taigi and saw 

in her biography an example of doing what she could with what she had.  

When Daniel sought after a saint, he looked for a moral exemplar of Catholic family-

hood. As he described his emerging relationship with Blessed Maria, Daniel articulated a set of 

prescriptions for daily action that he was working to adopt as his own. It was not enough, though, 

for him to have a list of what it meant to be a good, Catholic husband. He sought out a 

relationship with a saint who could help him do so. The way he came to understand her 

instructions for his life were contingent on structures of Catholic expectations that surrounded 

him as an engaged-to-be-married missionary within DIRECT. These expectations were, at once, 

outside of himself and descriptive of his own desires.  

When missionaries told stories of the saints, they were also describing the norms of 

ethical behavior they were trying to embody. The biographies of saints could become textbooks 

for how to be a good person. Alexandra was a third-year missionary who often offered me 
                                                        
37 Field notes, February 3, 2012. 
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fragments of saints’ biographies during our casual conversations. She extended them to me as 

prescriptions for my life. While we were running together one Saturday morning, I was 

complaining to her about a colleague and she advised me to “St.-Thérèse-her!” Alexandra 

explained that when St. Thérèse did not like someone, she would spend a lot of extra time with 

that person, “because, she figured, Jesus was in them, too!”38 To “St.-Thérèse-her” meant that I 

should spend more time with the very person who I did not want to see. The biographies of saints 

were on the tips of missionaries’ tongues, and they encoded instructions for modern, daily life. 

Alexandra did not begin her advice to me with what she had done in a similar situation; she 

began with what St. Thérèse had done. The saints’ lives carried the weight of ethical exemplars.  

Butler argues that our norms of ethical behavior are never completely our own because 

“the temporality of their emergence does not coincide with the temporality of my own life.”39 

This temporal incongruity was especially poignant between missionaries and saints. When 

Alexandra told me to “St.-Thérèse-her,” she was lifting behavioral norms from nineteenth-

century French monastic life into twenty-first century graduate school life in the U.S. Daniel was 

drawing on the biography of a late-eighteenth century Italian mother to learn how to be a 

contemporary family man.40 Despite the interruption and discontinuity, Alexandra and Daniel 

turned to these saints as role models. Part of what soothed the interruption between biographies 

was missionaries never relied only on the saints’ biographies in understanding them as ethical 

exemplars. Daniel and Alexandra had both heard many stories of both of these saints from other 

missionaries. These accounts worked to bridged the gap between missionary and saint.  

To pray to particular members of the communion of saints who had particular 

                                                        
38 Alexandra, in discussion with author, May 18, 2013. 
39 Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself, 35. 
40 Albert Bessieres, SJ, Wife Mother & Mystic: Blessed Anna-Maria Taigi (Charlotte, NC: Saint Benedict Press, 
LLC, TAN Books, 2009). 
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biographical narratives and around whom particular stories tended to coalesce required that 

missionaries tried to participate in the norms of behavior defined by the biographies of these 

saints. Norms, in this sense of ethical prescription, defined the limits of their subjectivity 

formation. Butler insists that “[T]here is no self-making outside of the norms that orchestrate the 

possible forms that a subject may take.”41 Daniel was sure he would never be asked to make a 

martyr’s choice. So rather than cultivating a devotional relationship with a martyr, he looked to 

Blessed Maria’s biography as a set of “codes, prescriptions” that defined the “aesthetics of the 

self that maintain[ed] a critical relation to existing norms.”42 The saints’ biographies—with their 

dramatic death stories, sacrifices, and adventurous, pious relationships with God—defined norms 

that prescribed how Catholic missionaries ought to try to behave. These holy men and women 

participated in the horizon of who and how missionaries were becoming subjectivities.  

These relationships were entered into and sustained by the multiple modes of 

communication—prayer forms—which missionaries practiced with saints. Sally, the third-year 

missionary who told me how hard she had to work to have a relationship with St. Scholastica, 

loved praying with Faustina. She talked at length about their free-form communication:  

I feel, like, when there are things that they speak about in their lives, or in their writings, 
that you just feel, like, oh my gosh, that’s exactly—that is exactly what I’m going 
through right now. Another one of my favorites is St. Faustina. She and I are just like best 
buds. I just love her! Because she has this message of—she perpetuated the message of 
God’s unfathomable divine mercy to the world. And was the reason for this beautiful 
painting and “Jesus, I trust in you” stuff. And I feel like, having been on a college 
campus, so I got a hold of St. Faustina’s diary, like, my first year on staff. So I started 
reading it and I felt very very drawn to everything that she was saying…I just feel very, 
very drawn to her and just, her message. I connect with that message.43 
 

As Mia did with Gemma, Sally experienced Faustina as a well-known friend. She had a casual 

relationship that she nurtured with easy conversation. 

                                                        
41 Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself, 17. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Sally, interview by author. 
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But not all prayer-speech between missionary and saint was as casual and unscripted as 

Sally’s was with Faustina. Kelly was a missionary who evangelized athletes on a Big 10 campus. 

When I asked her about her favorite saints, she pulled out her iPad mini and marched me through 

her weekly devotions with many saints. Scrolling through her list, she paused on one: 

I prayed to St. Pius for my memory, because a couple months ago, I realized that I have a 
terrible memory. And, like, there are times when I still really forget my stuff. But, in 
general, I’ve just found that—not only has it not been a problem, but, like, I recognize 
when I normally would have forgotten something and he’s just assisted me…. Literally, 
my memory used to be awful!! Yeah, it has though; it’s been amazing! 
 

There were others in her repertoire. She prayed to Mary Magdalene for forgiveness, St. Thomas 

for intellect, St. Raphael for “consistency in moods,” St. Peter for “organization and 

decisiveness,” and St. Joseph for her future husband. She prayed to St. Philomena for her sister.44  

When missionaries prayed with saints, they were not simply asking for things (though, 

they did that, too). Prayer—and, here, I refer to the wide range of interactions between 

missionaries and saints—was the practice of missionaries’ subjectivity formation in relationship 

with the saints. In prayer, missionaries accounted of themselves to the saints. Kelly admitted to 

Pius that she had a bad memory. Daniel reported to Blessed Maria that he was nervous about 

balancing the demands of Catholic marriage and missionary life. Alexi recounted her insecurities 

and fears to Faustina. Telling stories of themselves to the saints affected missionaries.  

But it also seemed to affect the saint, too. The saints were drawn into the lives of 

missionaries through this intersubjective accounting. Butler describes the work of accounting for 

oneself as a kind of storytelling that also “acts on [the other] in some way. And this telling is also 

doing something to me, acting on me, in ways that I may well not understand as I go.”45 Humans 

are, endlessly being “constituted in relationality: implicated, beholden, derived, sustained by a 
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social world that is beyond and before us.”46 When missionaries prayed with saints, when they 

narrated themselves to a heavenly other, the saints responded. Kelly swore to me that after she 

did her novena to Pius, she really could remember students’ names better. Sally’s tone was quiet 

and reflective when she told me how Faustina helped her experience God’s merciful forgiveness 

after years of drunken partying and sexual promiscuity in college. Alexandra had done her own 

fair share of St.-Thérèse-ing co-workers and felt confident the saint had helped. Their narratives 

with friends, family, and fellow missionaries affected both missionary and saint. 

As missionaries prayed with saints, they moved between their millennial-generation 

hopes and anxieties and the saints’ biographies. Praying with the saints instructed missionaries 

on how to be a particular kind of Catholic subject. Some came to understand themselves as 

stalked and chased by saints. Others found ways to seek out saints whose biographies could 

instruct their own. It was an intentional process, one where missionaries expected their prayers 

with particular saints to affect their daily actions, norms, expectations, and ways of being 

Catholic in the twenty-first century. The process, like all narrative processes, made missionaries 

vulnerable to the demands of their interlocutors, including the saints. This vulnerability before 

the saints made ethical demands on missionaries. They were urged to become saints themselves. 

 

Ethical Demands of the Saints 

Be Saints, it’s worth it!47 
—Laine Coopley, DIRECT Family Liaison and DIRECT National 
Conference Speaker 
 

To be undone by another is a primary necessity, an anguish, to be sure, but also a 
chance—to be addressed, claimed, bound to what is not me, but also to be moved, to be 
prompted to act, to address myself elsewhere, and so to vacate the self-sufficient “I” as a 
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kind of possession.48 
—Judith Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself 
 

Mia and I had finished Holy Hour and were headed to coffee (for me) and Red Bull (for 

Mia, always) at the start of Spring Break. The long winter had finally given way to spring and we 

walked outside as she waxed enthusiastic about her decision to continue with DIRECT for 

another year. Mia said she loved being a missionary because it was about “becoming saints.” I 

had been hearing missionaries say that for months and reading it all over DIRECT publications 

and social media, but could not figure out what was meant by “be a saint.” I seized the 

opportunity to ask Mia. She smiled and explained that it is about virtue. That’s what we 

missionaries do, she said, “We teach people how to live with virtue and encourage them to do 

it…[It is about] building virtue, learning to be saints…living with virtue.” Saints are our models 

for virtue, she reasoned, so we should emulate them and try to become saints, too.49  

Two months later, the newly elected Pope Francis announced that he would be declaring 

the sainthood of both Popes John XXIII and John Paul II. As a part of DIRECT’s ongoing efforts 

to teach about special Catholic things, DIRECT’s Director of Curriculum (and Laine Coopley’s 

husband) outlined the seven ways great Catholics have become saints. “The path to sainthood 

never goes: They have a commitment to holiness. They have a vision to change the world. 

Everything goes great. They die happily.” Instead, Keith Coopley wrote, 

1. Parents/family are against your vocation. 2. Your superiors are against you. 3. Your 
fellow brothers, sisters, priests or spouse are against you. 4. If it isn’t your superiors or 
brothers, it is those who you lead. 5. There is the common route of having a deadly 
illness, usually at a young age. 6. Of course, martyrdom is a common route. 7. Then, 
there are those who go through unbelievable obstacles—both spiritual and physical.50 
 

Though written in a light-hearted tone, the post illustrates that the DIRECT theology of saints 
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was imbued with an ethos of suffering. Thus, when missionaries told one another to “be saints” 

they were also telling each other to prepare for hardships, sacrifices, and ostracization.  

These two examples—Mia’s understanding of saints as models of virtue and DIRECT’s 

laudatory description of the painful path of official sainthood—make explicit the dual nature of 

the charge to “be saints!” DIRECT missionaries received training from a speaker who urged 

them to pray that God “wreck” their lives because it would lead them to sainthood. He urged 

them to pray, “God, I give you permission to remove anything in my life that’s keeping me from 

sainthood….That’s a dangerous prayer and oooooh! It hurts,” he shook his head in awe and then 

smiled assurance to the audience, “but it’s a beautiful kind of hurt.”51 This is both the ethos and 

ethic of missionaries’ devotional practices. The saints were, at once, fixed and malleable. They 

were both holy others deemed exceptionally virtuous for how they acted in history and they were 

intersubjective, imitable others whose narrated biographies were constantly being re-told and re-

interpreted and re-worked in different ways in particular missionaries’ lives.  

This section’s opening epigraph—Laine’s urge to “Be saints!”—marked the most 

consistent usage of this phrase. She had an increasingly strong presence within DIRECT and 

signed every blog post and every email with it. Each chastity talk and discussion about Catholic 

womanhood that she led ended with the breezy directive. But she was not alone. Conversations 

between missionaries also encouraged one another to become saints. Facebook posts urged 

friends to “be saints.” Missionaries occasionally tweeted “#besaints.” When they told one 

another to “be a saint!” missionaries were encouraging a desire to become who God intended, to 

imitate the saints’ biographies, and to make oneself into an “all in Catholic.” 

When I asked Alexandra what Laine meant when she told everyone to “be saints,” 
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Alexandra chuckled knowingly at my confusion and then explained that it required a shift in my 

thinking about the nature of saints. I needed, she said, “to understand idea of being a saint, rather 

than just looking up to them.” We were having a lazy lunch and had been chitchatting about how 

a good attitude affects the way we go about our daily lives, so she used that to illustrate. She told 

me that one way to think about becoming a saint was to challenge myself to become “St. 

Katherine Dugan, known for being positive.”52  

In doing so, Alexandra was relying on a particular interpretation of sainthood to instruct 

me in striving toward becoming the ideal version of myself that she imagined God calling me to 

become. This assumption that all humans are meant to become saints draws heavily on 

unacknowledged references to Hans Urs von Balthasar’s theology of saints. As I detailed in the 

first chapter, the mid-twentieth-century Swiss theologian had significant influence on the 

papacies of John Paul II and Benedict XVI. Balthasar’s ideas filtered, seemingly unconsciously, 

into the assortment of theological ideas that undergirded DIRECT’s formal articulations of 

Catholic teachings and theology of evangelization. This was also the case on the topic of saints.  

In his 1954 biography of St. Thérèse of Lisieux, Balthasar proposed that the primary purpose of 

being Catholic was “becoming a saint.” This, he insisted, was the “obligatory vocation” that all 

Catholics had to achieving “subjective and personal sanctity.”53 The structure of the Church, 

Balthasar argued, existed to make saints. The way one became a saint, he insisted, was by 

fulfilling their “mission” from God. Becoming a saint was not constrained by an individual’s 

“arbitrary disposition,” Balthasar cautioned. Rather, becoming a saint was a process of 

becoming, toward a specific telos that was defined by the infinite imagination of God, not the 

finite imagination of humans. Balthasar asserted, “For each Christian, God has an Idea which 
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fixes his place within the membership of the Church; this Idea is unique and personal, 

embodying for each his appropriate sanctity…The Christian’s supreme aim is to transform his 

life into this Idea of himself secreted in God.”54 Christians were challenged, in this understanding 

of saints and sainthood, to become the Idea that has been ordained and prescribed by God. 

Missionaries promoted this universal call to sainthood with an attitude of expectant 

humility. DIRECT founder Curtis Martin told six thousand attendees at SEEK2013, “It isn’t just 

a possibility that we can become saints, it’s likely—because THAT is what we are made for.”55 A 

fifth-year on-campus missionary described her work as the process of watching college students 

recognize the possibility of their own sainthood through Catholicism. “When I meet them they’re 

like nominally Catholic...When they realize they are made to be saints it’s so cool to see.”56 

“Pray,” another missionary urged a small group of students, because that is the “first step to 

sainthood,” and “we are all called to be saints.”57 Becoming a saint was not about becoming 

Gemma or Faustina or Maria Taigi (though their models and moral examples were instructive). 

Rather, in becoming saints, Gemma and Faustina had become the women they were intended by 

God’s Idea to become.  

Missionaries’ relationships with saints were often burdened by the struggle to correctly 

discern who and what and how God’s Idea was for them. Over coffee during her first six weeks 

on campus, Heidi told me that she had been very uncertain about whether or not God was really 

calling her to be a missionary. In hopes of feeling “a sense of peace” that would confirm this for 
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her, she prayed a novena to St. Thérèse, “the Little Flower” and patron saint of missionaries.58 

To Thérèse, Heidi defined specific terms of her discernment. If Heidi saw white roses during her 

three-day-long Interview Weekend, that meant Thérèse was telling her “yes,” be a missionary; 

red roses meant “no.” By setting the terms in this way, Heidi offered an extra challenge to 

Thérèse if the answer was to be “yes” since her Interview Weekend was over Valentine’s Day, 

which meant there was a much higher likelihood that Heidi would see red roses. Nonetheless, 

Thérèse overcame the barrier. Heidi told me that by lunch on the second day, she had been 

feeling “more and more” that God was calling her to be a missionary. When she walked out of 

the restaurant, she saw a huge bunch of white roses. “I was stunned,” she said with eyes wide in 

astonishment, even six months later. Heidi nodded as she told me the story, “She [St. Thérèse] 

seized the moment! I was ready to hear it!”59 Heidi accepted the missionary job offer a few days 

later, assured that she was enacting God’s Idea for how she was intended to become St. Heidi. 

By the time I interviewed Heidi, I was over a year into my field research and stories like 

hers with Thérèse had become both commonplace and confusing to me. Heidi struck me as 

passive in the account, and it was a passivity that did not square with the smart, careful, over-

achieving twenty-two-year-old woman who sat in front of me. I could not help but wonder if 

Heidi was just repeating what she thought she should tell me or was just replicating a way of 

talking about saints that had been modeled for her by other DIRECT missionaries. I sighed and 

wrote the field notes. Months later, I re-read this story, but through the lens of Butler’s urge that 

we recognize the limited and susceptible nature of humans. To be in a relationship with an other 

is to be both vulnerable and receptive to them. In this shared vulnerability, Butler argues, we 
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become ethically response-able to one another. Heidi’s story, I realized, was not a question of her 

agency. Rather, she had described for me the ways she made herself susceptible to the saint’s 

imperatives for her life. Through her novena, her anxious discernment-based conversations with 

the saint, and talking with others about St. Thérèse, Heidi became vulnerable to this other. Part of 

what Heidi had given me in this interview was an account of her susceptibility to the saint.  

Heidi and other missionaries made themselves vulnerable to various (and always 

particular) saints by refusing to make self-preservation “the essence of the human” because, as 

Butler argues, if “one were successful from walling oneself off from injury, one would become 

inhuman.”60 Vulnerability and limitedness are not cause for inaction or collapse into despair. 

Rather, this kind of susceptibility with the other constitutes the cause for action. Susceptibility, 

as Butler characterizes it, is an experience that is “unwilled, unchosen, that is a condition of our 

responsiveness to others, even a condition of our responsibility for them.”61 In becoming 

susceptible to a saint, as Heidi became to Thérèse, young adults risked being asked to do 

something like commit to two or more years doing missionary work on a college campus of 

DIRECT’s choosing or talk to an intimating student about Jesus. In this way, saints made claims 

on the missionaries. Thérèse instructed Heidi to become a missionary. As missionaries became 

vulnerable to saints, they took up the response-abilities of sainthood as dictated by saints.  

In addition to the sacrifice that was demanded of missionaries by being instructed to 

“become a saint,” to embody God’s Idea for them, the vulnerability that missionaries cultivated 

in their relationships with the saints also made more daily claims on missionaries’ behavior. One 

of Alexandra’s favorite saints, Blessed Chiara Luce, was not technically a saint yet. For six 

months after Chiara’s feast day in October, a picture of this young Italian woman adorned 
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Alexandra’s Facebook cover photo with the accompanying quote: “At this point I have nothing 

left, but I still have my heart and with that I can always love.” During one of our weekly faith-

sharing group gatherings, the discussion guide asked us to share our role models in faith. The 

other young adults talked about friends or parents or priests, but Alexandra said that one of her 

favorite Catholic role models was Blessed Chiara Luce. I was not alone in not knowing this 

name, so Alexandra gave a quick summary of the recently beautified Italian woman who was 

born in 1971 and died in 1990 of bone cancer. “She’s a saint of our generation,” Alexandra 

beamed. When Chiara was sick and dying from cancer, her face was ravaged by the illness. Even 

then, Alexandra exclaimed, “She [Chiara] still had these eyes of joy, and the people would go 

into her hospital room and come out refreshed and joyful, because of her presence…She suffered 

beautifully.”62 Alexandra, having recently left the mission field and entered the secular 

workforce, said she hoped to be able to suffer in that way, in her daily tasks at her new, often 

tedious, office job. Alexandra prayed that she might have a disposition that helped her accept 

quotidian toil without complaint, as Chiara had uncomplainingly accepted much worse. 

Becoming St. Alexandra meant that she was called upon to identify and fulfill God’s Idea 

for her sanctity, but there was no singular, fixed way to do that. Thus, figuring out when she had 

aligned her life choices with this Idea and when she needed a course corrective for her life 

required that she be in conversation with members of the communion of saints. While any saints’ 

life could offer instruction for living well, Alexandra explained, if a person found themselves 

drawn to a particular saint, that saint was understood as particularly capable of demonstrating a 

path of sanctity.. Because Alexandra felt so personally drawn to Chiara, she took quite seriously 

how the young blessed’s life could instruct her own. She creatively looked for ways to translate 

Chiara’s virtues into her own life.  
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As Alexandra narrated Chiara’s biography of beautiful suffering to our group, part of 

what she did was remind herself of the relationship she had Chiara. To tell a story about oneself 

is to be affected by the act of telling it. Alexandra’s account urged her to try to keep practicing 

imitating the biography of Chiara. This was an ongoing process of discipline. In fact, the reason 

Alexandra had to reference her desire to suffer more beautifully in her new job was that she was 

not enjoying the work. Despite three months on a desperate search to find employment after 

leaving DIRECT staff, she sometimes had a hard time feeling grateful for landing what had 

appeared to be a dream job. Failing to “suffer beautifully,” she returned to Chiara’s biography to 

be inspired to try again. This was a endless cycle of a devotionalism that charged the devout to 

“be saints.” Imitation was the always-present, never-achievable, always-in-process work of 

subjectivity formation in relationship with saints. 

 For Balthasar and DIRECT missionaries, becoming saints was interwoven with becoming 

Catholics. Thai was a particularly articulate and poised missionary from rural Illinois who made 

this connection for me. It was a cool April morning when we met at a Newman Center in small-

town Indiana, where he was finishing up his two-year tenure with DIRECT.  He sat straight up in 

his chair and spoke concisely and thoughtfully about his work as a DIRECT missionary, his 

charismatic prayer life and his recent realization that he had the gift of healing, and his 

discernment to leave DIRECT in order to join the priesthood. When I transcribed his interview, 

there was a notable lack of “ums” and “likes.” I asked him what he thought it meant to be 

Catholic, and he gave me an account of how his Catholicism bound him to becoming a saint: 

I’m striving to be a saint…You can be Catholic simply by virtue of your Baptism, but not 
really practicing it. But in it’s deepest sense, you want to be—you want to imitate Christ 
in everything that you do. And, go all in. And that’s, like, that’s my Catholicism. 
Furthering a relationship with Him; trying to be a saint.63  
 

                                                        
63 Thai, interview by author, March 5, 2013, transcript.  
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To be an “all in Catholic” is to “be a saint.” Thai imagined centuries of saints having “go[ne] all 

in” and “really practice [Catholicism].” Thai inserted himself into a history of Catholicism 

constituted by saints, past and present. 

Later that day, Thai’s teammate, Jackie, even more closely tied together being Catholic 

and becoming a saint. She was clear, “[B]eing Catholic is…the truth. And I know it’s my path to 

sainthood. And because of this [Catholicism], I have the opportunity to be a saint.”64 To be a 

saint was to be a good Catholic, an “all in Catholic,” the kind of Catholic who was willing to 

sacrifice in order to become a missionary. Implicit in missionaries telling one another to “be 

saints” was an interpretation of Catholic identity that was defined by, among other things, self-

sacrificing evangelization and strict adherence to Vatican teachings (even the “hard ones,” Thai 

said, referencing the bans on same-sex marriage and artificial birth control). After his two years 

as a missionary, Thai entered the seminary with an order of missionary priests who travel around 

instructing parishes in Church teaching. Jackie was partially ostracized from her family because 

of her fundraising efforts as a missionary.  

The stakes of this apparently simple two-word greeting were high. It meant that 

missionaries had to figure out who and what God was calling them to be. They had to know the 

biographies of the saints and figure out how imitate them in their twenty-first century cultural 

context. They had to align their religious practices with what it meant to be an “all-in” Catholic. 

Despite (perhaps because of) the difficulty of these charges, missionaries valued this of 

becoming saints. This willingness was based in the vulnerability they cultivated in their 

devotions and relationships with saints. “Be saints!” was a charge they heard from their friends, 

fellow missionaries, and also from the saints. Missionaries experienced this call through their 

                                                        
64 Jackie, interview by author, March 5, 2013, transcript. This is also an oblique reference to Balthasar: “Just as the 
subjective sanctity of its members is the aim of the institutional Church, similarly, the Church is the only place 
where this aim can be realized” (Balthasar, Thérèse of Lisieux, xi). 
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devotional practices as a part of their ongoing formation of Catholic subjectivity. 

 

Conclusion 

It is impossible to conceptualize one’s experience except in and through a relation with 
others.65  

—Michael Jackson, The Politics of Storytelling 
 

As I began writing this chapter, I asked Mia if I could borrow her copy of The Life of St. 

Gemma Galgani. She was happy to and even offered to give me a copy because she had three of 

them. I laughed in appreciation, but it also reminded me of the density and redundancy of saints, 

stories about saints, and saints’ narratives in this world. Being a missionary was constantly being 

shot through with stories and narratives about the saints. 

Missionaries worked on themselves—and were worked on—through the relationships 

they cultivated with particular saints. Through the stories they heard and told, missionaries were 

chosen by saints and responded to saints. Missionaries and saints’ biographies became 

intertwined as missionaries narrated both kinds of biographies. Missionaries were both pursued 

by saints and did the pursuing. They communicated with the saints in prayer forms that shaped 

missionaries and which missionaries shaped. The particular saints involved in DIRECT lives 

reflected ideological commitments and biographical experiences of the kinds of Catholics they 

aimed to become. Saints were, at once, instructors, moral exemplars, community-builders, 

stalkers, friends, “my girl,” and “one of my guys.” The saints have always been malleable figures 

on the cluttered landscape of Catholic prayers and devotions. This mutability in who and how the 

saints were allowed missionaries to interact with (and pick and choose from) saints’ biographies 

as missionaries imitated saints’ lives and became millennial-generation saints.  

In the history of Catholic devotionalism, Mia’s dynamic relationship with Gemma, 
                                                        
65 Jackson, Politics of Storytelling, 144. 
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Sally’s emotive experiences with Faustina, and Kelly’s expectant novenas to St. Pius are the 

domain of these missionaries’ grandmothers and European ethnic immigrant ancestors. Prayer 

cards and rote prayer and saints were supposed to have slipped away into the quaintness of 

Catholic memory after the Second Vatican Council. Some scholarship on American Catholicism 

has caricatured contemporary devotionalism as “rearguard actions” of the defeated party.66 

Robert Orsi has insisted that this was never such a tidy break, as historians have liked to imagine. 

Rather, perhaps, there was a “trauma” in the implementation of Vatican II. Anxiously modern 

Catholics in the immediate postconciliar era were embarrassed by remnants of saints and other 

devotional practices that seemed not to be “characteristically modern.” The saints were “askew” 

from quiet reflection and white, open spaces, and nature-based spirituality. To embrace the 

change—the fresh-smelling air and clean lines of aggiornamento—of the post-conciliar era 

meant sweeping the embarrassment of gaudy emotions and excessive images of saints into 

church basements or city dumps in order to move forward with a clean, neutral-smelling, sans-

serif religiosity.67 Holy cards were shoved into old prayer books and tucked away in basements. 

Sepia-toned images of beheaded saints and gloriously bloody stories of martyrdom were 

cordoned off into the recesses of collective memory. If anyone referenced saints, it was without 

reference to the bawdy stigmata of Gemma’s diary or Faustina’s extended fasts or Chiara’s 

suffering through cancer. Rather, it was in the acceptably modern style of feminist theologians 

who imagined the communion of saints as a support team for Catholics on earth.68  

But the saints and their surpluses have never been so easy to hide away—or, as 

missionaries would say, to hide from. St. Pius pops up in Google searches about memory skills. 

                                                        
66 Dolan, American Catholic Experience, 430. 
67 Robert Orsi, “The Infant of Prague’s Nightie,” U.S. Catholic Historian 21, no 2 (Spring, 2003), 1-2. 
68 Two examples of Elizabeth Johnson, CSJ’s books on this theme: Forever Our Sister: A Theology of Mary in the 
Communion of Saints (New York: Continuum, 2003) and Friends of God and Prophets: A Feminist Theological 
Reading Of The Communion Of Saints (New York: Continuum, 1998). 
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Cards with St. Faustina’s “Divine Mercy” image appear in a prayer card in the back of a church. 

TAN Books republishes St. Gemma’s biography as an e-book. In missionaries accounting of the 

saints is also an updated history of devotionalism in post-Vatican II, contemporary American 

Catholicism. Devotionalism has not disappeared nor has it calcified into something static. 

Rather, saints persist in the intersubjective worlds and experiences of millennial missionaries. 

Their interpretations of the lives of the saints, and that of the community of devout, shaped and 

re-shaped devotional practices.  

Missionary devotionalism was the cultivation of Catholic subjects, who were “all in” and 

striving for their own sainthood. Praying with the saints was expected to impact their definition 

and performance of ethical behavior and how they became Catholics. In missionary devotions, 

saints joined in the cacophonies of others in their lives. Saints were constituted by the historical 

accounts of saints’ lives, their biographers and autobiographies which were passed through 

informal missionary accounts, DIRECT’s formal narration of contemporary Catholic devotions, 

and missionaries’ own stories of experiences with the saints. Missionaries’ devotionalism drew 

them into a Catholic story that was already underway, gave them language with which they could 

narrate their experiences, and cultivated these millennials as saints-in-the-making. 


